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Earth manual: disaster preparedness intensive

  



Disaster Preparedness Intensive 

- Sce wide one week intensive
- Short project related to population
- Vulnerable  population
- Storage and transport of personal effects
- Attempt to normalize condition where 

preparedness is habitual



Dayvon Williams, 5, and Zariah Williams, 4, waited to check in at the temporary shelter at the George 
R. Brown Convention Center in downtown Houston. CreditAlyssa Schukar for The New York Times



Sherri Thomas, her son Brandon and their dog Jaba sheltered under a tarp while waiting to be bused 
to a shelter. CreditAlyssa Schukar for The New York Times



Susie Williams, a volunteer from Memphis, spoke with a young girl at a temporary shelter at the George 
R. Brown Center in Downtown Houston.
CreditAlyssa Schukar for The New York Times













http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHGaKU06YHE






You are to consider then, both a general disaster 
preparedness strategy giving special consideration to our 
population and the disruptive moments in the individual 
youths lives. While simultaneously also drawing from and 
responding to the problem of the storage and safekeeping of 
the youth’s possessions while in transition.



Given the possible emotional states of uncertainty (and 
possible hopes,) that the teens experience, consider how 
their relationship to their belongings and the safekeeping of 
their most precious possessions, would influence their 
wellbeing. And, that they might have to leave behind their 
most precious possessions in order to secure their 
well-being (safety/survival).



  

…... arrives At …….. by ……….  in …………….. 
He is carrying ……….That contains …………….. AND 
his …….Because ……. does …..know that ….



  

Ricky arrives At the children’s center by bus from 
his uncle’s PLace  in the evening. 
He is carrying a backpack That contains his favorite 
hat AND his toiletry stuff, Because HE does …..know 
that ….



….He can pick up the rest later.
…. Now puts ….. Stuff in …. Next to … 
for …. And …...



  Diy. / customize your own bag…?
Workshop on how to design your own and it’s 
contents …. Play out different scenarios of 
circumstances and 



  Questions to ask:
- Why are you leaving? (need to transport 

belongings and survival stuff).



  - Where are you going (are you think you are 
going)?



  - When will you be back ? will you be back?



  - What will you need?
- What do you have?
- How do you make choices?
- want?



  - What do you expect to find when you get there? 
Where?

- How will you safe keep your things?



  - What are you worried about the new place?
- And your stuff?







-Final pin up thursday 17:00 in the 
studio

  

-prof nagata Walk through thursday 
12:30 -13:00

  


